Law Office of Lisa M. Roberts, P.C.

Bankruptcy
Compassionate Guidance for Bankruptcy in Macon, GA and
Throughout South Atlanta
Skillfully helping clients seek the protections and peace of mind of bankruptcy
In this tough economy, many people are struggling through no fault of their own. Job loss, medical
problems, divorce or any number of unforeseen difficulties can lead to unmanageable debt. In
Stockbridge and Macon, bankruptcy lawyer Lisa Sampson-Roberts has the knowledge and experience to
help you get a fresh financial start through bankruptcy for yourself, your family or your small business.

Is bankruptcy right for you?
Bankruptcy is not right for everyone. The best way to determine your own best option is to work closely
with reputable bankruptcy lawyers. In Macon and Stockbridge, GA, Sampson-Roberts & Associates offers
outstanding guidance and fast, efficient bankruptcy filing. Your free initial consultation outlines:

Chapter 7 bankruptcy




Wipes out your unsecured debt, such as credit cards and medical bills
Protects some personal property from creditors
Can help you become debt-free in only three to four months

Chapter 13 bankruptcy




Creates a payment plan to avoid foreclosure or repossession of your house, car or other
property
Allows debt to be paid back over time
Can help eliminate most of your unsecured debt

With her extensive knowledge of bankruptcy laws, Lisa Sampson-Roberts also helps you understand
options like stripping a second mortgage lien from your home. This helps make the property more
affordable by reducing the monthly payment and preventing foreclosure.

Comprehensive, confidential legal guidance
Filing for bankruptcy may seem like a last-ditch effort. But it can be a new beginning and the best option
for putting debt behind you and moving forward with your life. Sampson-Roberts & Associates has more
than 15 years of experience handling bankruptcy and debt relief for clients seeking compassionate,
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professional help to rescue their financial lives. We take pride in personally guiding you through the
bankruptcy process from start to finish.

Call for a free initial consultation with a Macon bankruptcy lawyer who knows you deserve a
second chance
Bankruptcy is intimidating. Getting information and having your questions answered is the best place to
start. Sit down with us to discuss your concerns confidentially at our convenient Stockbridge or Macon
offices. Call us at 678.565.9311 or 478.621.5018 or contact Sampson-Roberts & Associates online today
to take the first step to debt relief. Your initial consultation is free. We are happy to schedule an evening
or weekend appointment if needed, and we welcome Spanish-speaking clients.
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